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EXCEPTIONAL ALGEBROIDS AND TYPE IIB SUPERSTRINGS

MARK BUGDEN, ONDŘEJ HULÍK, FRIDRICH VALACH, AND DANIEL WALDRAM

Abstract. In this note we study exceptional algebroids, focusing on their relation to type IIB super-
string theory. We show that a IIB-exact exceptional algebroid (corresponding to the group En(n) ×R

+,
for n ≤ 6) locally has a standard form given by the exceptional tangent bundle. We derive possible
twists, given by a flat gl(2,R)-connection, a covariantly closed pair of 3-forms, and a 5-form, and com-
ment on their physical interpretation. Using this analysis we reduce the search for Leibniz parallelisable
spaces, and hence maximally supersymmetric consistent truncations, to a simple algebraic problem. We
show that the exceptional algebroid perspective also gives a simple description of Poisson–Lie U-duality
without spectators and hence of generalised Yang–Baxter deformations.

1. Introduction

It has been known for some time that various classes of algebroids play an important role in string
and M-theory. For instance, Courant algebroids [25] provide many insights into the nature of string
sigma models [35, 36, 37] and the symmetries of 10-dimensional supergravity theories [21, 15], while also
making duality symmetries (such as the Poisson–Lie T-duality of [23]) transparent. In the context of
11-dimensional supergravity and its compactifications, a different class of so-called Leibniz algebroids
encodes the gauge symmetries [29, 4, 14].

Attempting to describe the general structure of these algebroids, and to obtain some new insights in
the M-theory case, we have recently introduced [9] the general notion of a G-algebroid, depending on a
choice of a specific group data set. Courant algebroids are described by taking G = O(n, n), while using
the exceptional groups (at least up to rank 6) one recovers the M-theory Leibniz algebroids. In the latter
case one talks about exceptional algebroids, or simply elgebroids. Defining the notion of exact elgebroids
leads to two classes, related to the eleven-dimensional and type IIB supergravity.

Focusing on the M-theory case, in the paper [9], a classification result and a method for constructing
Leibniz parallelisable spaces [24] was discussed. We also gave an algebroid definition of the general
notion of Poisson–Lie U-duality, extending the construction via exceptional Drinfeld algebras introduced
in [30, 28] (see also [7, 31] for discussion in the context of type IIB). The aim of the present note is to
develop the corresponding theory for the type IIB case.

Specifically, we first introduce IIB-exact elgebroids and study their local classification, including the
possible twists, their Bianchi identities and physical interpretation in supergravity. We then proceed to
the construction of a class of IIB-exact elgebroids as the pull-back of some simple algebraic data. These
are in one-to-one correspondence with exceptional Leibniz parallelisations and hence define maximally
supersymmetric consistent truncations, where the underlying algebra encodes the embedding tensor of
the corresponding gauged supergravity. We prove a structure theorem for such constructions, giving a
new perspective on and slightly refining a result obtained by Inverso [22] (see also [8] for the n = 4 case).
We explain how several standard examples fit into the formalism, and note how Poisson–Lie U-duality
and generalised Yang–Baxter deformations can be simply described in this language. We conclude with
a brief summary of the results of this note and [9].

As might be expected, the type-IIB story is slightly more technically involved than the M-theory case.
It also occasionally leads to small surprises, such as the possibility of twists of the bracket by a pair of
vector fields – which, although ultimately disappearing due to the Jacobi identity, enters in the analysis
of Section 6 (and in particular leads to a certain unimodularity-type condition when considering Leibniz
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parallelisations). One also notes the natural emergence of a flat gl(2,R)-connection which is linked to
the axion, dilaton, and the warp factor.

Acknowledgements. F.V. was supported by the Early Postdoc Mobility grant P2GEP2 188247 of
the Swiss National Science Foundation. D.W. was supported in part by the STFC Consolidated Grant
ST/T000791/1 and the EPSRC New Horizons Grant EP/V049089/1.

2. Algebraic prelude

By way of prelude, we recall the algebraic data one needs to define an elgebroid following [9]. Let
n ∈ {2, . . . , 6}. We then take the group En(n), together with a pair of its representations E and N , from
the following table.

n 2 3 4 5 6

En(n) SL(2,R) × R
+ SL(3,R) × SL(2,R) SL(5,R) Spin(5, 5) E6(6)

E 11 ⊕ 2−1 (3,2) 10 16 27

N 10 (3′,1) 5′ 10 27′

These groups (apart from R) can be seen as split real forms of complex semisimple Lie algebras. We will
be interested in the group G := En(n) × R

+, where the extra R
+ factor acts on E and N with weights

1 and 2, respectively. Note that the two representations E and N are part of the general sequence that
appears in the tensor heirarchy [38]. More details concerning these groups and representations can be
found in the Appendix.

Importantly, N can be seen as a subrepresentation of the second symmetric power of E. Taking
suitable multiples of this embedding and of the corresponding projection, we obtain two G-equivariant
maps N → E ⊗ E and E ⊗ E → N , satisfying the following property. Define π′ : End(E) → End(E) as
the partial dual of the composition E ⊗ E → N → E ⊗ E,1 and set π := 1 − π′. We then have

(1) Im(π) ⊂ g ⊂ End(E),

where g is the Lie algebra of G.
To simplify the notation, we shall use “target subscripts” when referring to the two maps E⊗E → N ,

N → E ⊗ E, or their (partial) duals (e.g. (u ⊗ v)N for the image of u ⊗ v under the former map or
(ξ ⊗ n)E for E∗ ⊗N → E, a partial dual of the latter map).

Using these maps we can also define the notions of Lagrangian and co-Lagrangian subspaces. Namely,
a subspace V ⊂ E is called Lagrangian if (V ⊗ V )N = 0 and if it cannot be further enlarged, preserving
this property. Similarly, V ⊂ E is co-Lagrangian if (V ◦ ⊗ V ◦)N∗ = 0 and if V has no proper subspace
with the same property. (Here V ◦ ⊂ E∗ is the annihilator of V .)

We note a few important and useful observations:

◦ There are precisely two classes of co-Lagrangian subspaces – those of codimension n, called type
M, and those of codimension n− 1, called type IIB.

◦ V is co-Lagrangian if and only if (V ◦ ⊗N)E = V .
◦ In the case n > 2, for any A ∈ End(E) we have TrE π(A) = λTrE A, with λ = − dimE

9−n .

3. Elgebroids

We now start by defining the central object of our study, introduced in [9] under the name exceptional
algebroid or elgebroid. In order to keep the notation simple, we shall (by a mild abuse of notation) use
the same letters to denote representations E, N , and the corresponding associated bundles.

An elgebroid is given by a principal G-bundle over a manifold M , together with a set of structures on
the associated bundles E → M and N → M , namely

1i.e., denoting the map E ⊗E → E ⊗E by µ, we set 〈π′(ξ, u), v⊗ η〉 := 〈µ(u⊗ v), ξ⊗ η〉 for u, v ∈ E, ξ, η ∈ E∗ (we use
End(E) ∼= E∗ ⊗E)
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◦ an (R-bilinear) bracket [·, ·] : Γ(E) ⊗ Γ(E) → Γ(E),
◦ a vector bundle map ρ : E → TM , called the anchor,
◦ a R-linear operator D : Γ(N) → Γ(E).

This data is subject to some conditions:

◦ E is a Leibniz algebroid, i.e. for all u, v, w ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C∞(M) we have

(2) [u, [v, w]] = [[u, v], w] + [v, [u,w]], [u, fv] = f [u, v] + (ρ(u)f)v.

◦ Define d̂f := ρt(df) ∈ Γ(E∗), where ρt : T ∗M → E∗ is the transpose (dual map) of ρ. We require
that the symmetric part of the bracket is governed by the conditions (here n ∈ Γ(N))

[u, v] + [v, u] = D(u⊗ v)N , D(fn) = fDn+ (d̂f ⊗ n)E .(3)

◦ The bracket preserves the G-structure.

Note that the map D is fully determined in terms of the bracket – nevertheless, it is still convenient
to keep it as part of the definition.

As a simple consequence of the axioms, one has

(4) ρ([u, v]) = [ρ(u), ρ(v)] [fu, v] = f [u, v] − π(d̂f ⊗ u)v.

For instance, the first equation can be obtained by using [x, fy] = f [x, y] + (ρ(x)f)y on both sides of
[u, [v, fw]] = [[u, v], fw] + [v, [u, fw]].

Consequently, ρ ◦ D = 0 and thus also ρ(d̂f ⊗ n)E = 0. Using the fact that (Ker ρ)◦ = Im ρt we then
get the chain complex (using the map N → E ⊗ E)

(5) T ∗M ⊗N
ρt

−→ E
ρ
−→ TM → 0.

If this is an exact sequence, we say the elgebroid is exact. Note that in particular this implies Kerρ is
co-Lagrangian [9]. Thus, we again distinguish M-exact and IIB-exact elgebroids, depending on whether
dimM = n or dimM = n− 1, respectively.

It was shown in [9] that any M-exact elgebroid is locally of the standard form

E ∼= TM ⊕ ∧2 T ∗M ⊕ ∧5 T ∗M,

with the anchor given by the projection onto the first factor and the bracket being

[X + σ2 + σ5, X
′ + σ′

2 + σ′

5] = LXX
′ + (LXσ′

2 − iX′dσ2) + (LXσ′

5 − iX′dσ5 − σ′

2 ∧ dσ2).

4. Exceptional tangent bundle

We shall now prove the following statement

Every IIB-exact elgebroid is locally of the form of the (type IIB) exceptional tangent bundle [20, 14,
5, 16, 6, 19], i.e.

(6) E ∼= TM ⊕ (S ⊗ T ∗M) ⊕ ∧3 T ∗M ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗M),

where S := R
2, the anchor is given by the projection onto TM , (the G-structure is the one described in

the Appendix) and the bracket is

[X + ~σ1 + σ3 + ~σ5, X
′ + ~σ′

1 + σ′

3 + ~σ′

5] = LXX
′ + (LX~σ′

1 − ιX′d~σ1) + (LXσ′

3 − ιX′dσ3 + ǫijdσ
i
1 ∧ σ′

1
j)

+ (LX~σ′

5 − ιX′d~σ5 + dσ3 ∧ ~σ′

1 − d~σ1 ∧ σ′

3).(7)

It is convenient to begin the proof by relaxing the first requirement in (2) and instead adopting the
first equation in (4) – we obtain a “weaker” structure called a pre-elgebroid in [9]. We will first constrain
the form of this object, and later on apply the first condition in (2), i.e. the Jacobi identity, to give a
true elgebroid.
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Supposing E is a IIB-exact2 pre-elgebroid, we note that locally there exists a vector bundle isomor-
phism (6), which preserves the anchors and the G-structure. This follows from the facts that both
(S ⊗ T ∗M) ⊕ ∧3 T ∗M ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗M) and Ker ρ are type IIB co-Lagrangian and that all type IIB
co-Lagrangian subspaces are related by a G-transformation (c.f. [9]).

Let us therefore make this identification, implying in particular that the maps E⊗E → N , N → E⊗E,
as well as the other bundles (N , the adjoint, etc.) take the form in the Appendix. It remains to restrict
the form of the bracket.

Choosing coordinates on M , locally we get a trivialisation E ∼= [T⊕(S⊗T ∗)⊕∧3 T ∗⊕(S⊗∧5 T ∗)]×M ,
with T := R

n−1. In particular, sections of E (and similarly for the other bundles) can be seen as functions
on M valued in the vector space T⊕(S⊗T ∗)⊕∧3 T ∗⊕(S⊗∧5 T ∗). Crucially, it follows from the definition
of elgebroid that the expression [u, v] − ρ(u)v + π(d̂u)v is tensorial in u and v (here ρ(u) and d act only
on the C∞(M)-part of the sections, leaving the T ⊕ (S ⊗ T ∗) ⊕ ∧3 T ∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗)-part intact). Since
the bracket preserves the G-structure, we get that it can be written as

(8) [u, v] = ρ(u)v − π(d̂u)v +A(u) · v,

where A is, at each point on M , a map

T ⊕ (S ⊗ T ∗) ⊕ ∧3 T ∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗) → R ⊕ gl(T ) ⊕ sl(S) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ∗) ⊕ ∧4 T ⊕ ∧4 T ∗.

Here and henceforth, · will denote the action of a Lie algebra (or group) on a given module.
Writing u = X + σ, with σ = ~σ1 + σ3 + ~σ5 (the arrow signifying that the tensor is valued in S), the

first two terms in (8) can be written as ρ(u)v − π(d̂u)v = LXv − (dσ) · v, and thus correspond precisely
to the bracket (7). The strategy is now to constrain the form of the tensor A and then show how to use
the freedom in the identification (6) to locally gauge A to zero. In the course of this process, we will
naturally derive the possible twists and their Bianchi identities. Note that this step is analogous to the
analysis of general “deformations” in [13, 10, 22].

First, we use the fact that for u, v ∈ Γ(E) constant we have 0 = [ρ(u), ρ(v)] = ρ([u, v]) = ρ(A(u) · v)
to get ImA ⊂ n = gl(S) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ∗) ⊕ ∧4 T ∗ (see the Appendix).

Second, let us write Dn = (d̂n)E + B(n), for B : N → E. A straightforward but slightly tedious
calculation reveals that the condition B(u⊗ v)N = A(u) · v +A(v) · u restricts A to have the form

A(u) = (ιXF1 + ǫjkιψiσk1 e
j
i ) + (ιX ~F3 − F1 ∧ ~σ1 + ι~ψσ3) + (ιXF5 + ǫijF

i
3 ∧ σj1 − TrF1 ∧ σ3 + ǫijιψiσj5),

where eji is the basis of gl(S) and we have the twists given by

F1 ∈ gl(S) ⊗ T ∗, ~F3 ∈ S ⊗ ∧3 T ∗, F5 ∈ ∧5 T ∗, ~ψ ∈ S ⊗ T.

Most of these twists have direct physical interpretations, see the discussion below. A notable exception
is given by the pair of vectors ~ψ, which is non-physical and will disappear upon imposing the Jacobi
identity.3 It is intriguing that they are allowed however by the weaker pre-elgebroid structure.

Indeed, consider now the condition [Dn,w] = 0, which follows from the Jacobi identity by setting
u = v. Taking w = ~σ1 ∈ Γ(S ⊗ T ∗M) and n = ~n0 ∈ Γ(S × M), the S ⊗ T ∗M -part of [D~n0, ~σ1] is
ǫij [ι~ψ(dnj0 + F1n

j
0)]σi1. Thus, its vanishing requires ~ψ = 0.

A simple calculation then reveals

[D~n0, ~σ1] = −ǫijσ
i
1 ∧ (dF1 + 1

2 [F1,F1])jkn
k
0 − ~σ1 ∧ ǫij(d~F3 + F1 ∧ ~F3)inj0.

2IIB-exactness is defined in the same way as for elgebroids.
3An easy way to see the appearance of these vectors in the calculation is to look at the case n = 2, where we have

A : T ⊕ (S⊗T ∗) ∼= R⊕S → gl(S). The only restriction on A set by B(u⊗ v)N = A(u) · v+A(v) ·u is that A|S : S → gl(S)
defines a skew symmetric bracket on S, i.e. S is a 2-dimensional Lie algebra. The vectors ~ψ then parametrise the Lie
bracket. The remaining part A|R : R → gl(S) is unrestricted and corresponds to F1.
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Thus, Jacobi identity implies that F1 is a flat gl(S)-connection and ~F3, seen as living in the vector
representation of gl(S), is covariantly closed.4 These are the Bianchi identities.

As the next step, note that our above identification (6) was not unique. Two such identifications are
related by a G-transformation which preserves the anchor, i.e. by g ∈ N, where N corresponds to the Lie
algebra n. Let us use the notation

(9) [X + σ, · ]
F1,~F3,F5

:= LX + (−dσ + ιXF1 + (ιX ~F 3 − F1 ∧ ~σ1) + (ιXF5 + ǫijF
i
3 ∧ σj1 − TrF1 ∧ σ3))·

Under a local n-transformation ϕ the bracket changes by

δ[ · , · ]
F1,~F3,F5

:= ϕ[ · , · ]
F1,~F3,F5

− [ϕ · , · ]
F1,~F3,F5

− [ · , ϕ · ]
F1,~F3,F5

= [ · , · ]
F1+δF1,~F3+δ~F3,F5+δF5

.

For ϕ = c ∈ Γ(gl(S) ×M), this gives

δF1 = [c,F1] − dc δ~F3 = c ~F3, δF5 = (Tr c)F5,(10)

i.e., F1 transforms as a connection while ~F3 and F5 live in the vector and trace representations of gl(S),
respectively. For ϕ = ~A2 ∈ Γ(S ⊗ ∧2 T ∗M) we have

δF1 = 0, δ~F3 = −d~A2 − F1 ∧ ~A2, δF5 = ǫijF
i

3 ∧Aj2,(11)

while for ϕ = A4 ∈ Γ(∧4 T ∗M) we get

δF1 = 0, δ~F3 = 0, δF5 = −dA4 − (TrF1) ∧A4.(12)

In particular, we can always (locally) gauge the fluxes away, obtaining A = 0, which concludes the
proof. Conversely, it follows that the twisted bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity for any F1, ~F3, F5

satisfying the Bianchi identities (since the untwisted bracket does).
To get a full global picture for exact elgebroids, one should study the patching of these local descrip-

tions together. We leave this to a later work.
Finally, notice that for any IIB-exact elgebroid and any section u ∈ Γ(Ker ρ) the operator [u, · ],

which can be seen as a section of E∗ ⊗ E, is traceless – we will use this fact in Section 6.

Remark. Let us now comment on the physical interpretation of the twists F1, ~F3, F5.
First, recall that IIB-exact elgebroids encode the symmetries of the restriction of 10-dimensional type

IIB supergravity to a n− 1-dimensional space, with the warp factor included. The bosonic field content
of the restricted supergravity consists of

◦ three scalars: the warp factor, the axion and the dilaton; the last two can be seen as parametrising
the SL(2,R)/U(1) coset space and thus carrying a nonlinear action of the S-duality group SL(2,R);
the warp factor is a scalar w.r.t. this group

◦ two 2-forms, forming a doublet under the S-duality group
◦ one 4-form, corresponding to a singlet of the S-duality group.

Naively, one might expect the twists are the “field strengths” of these fields (in particular the derivative
of the warp factor should correspond to the R

′-part of F1) – it is thus at first blush surprising to see
that we have only the axion and the dilaton to account for the 3-dimensional Lie algebra sl(2,R). Let
us briefly explain the apparent discrepancy, by looking in a little more detail into the correspondence
between twists and fields.

As was derived above, a IIB-exact elgebroid twisted by F1, ~F3, F5 is equivalent to the one twisted by
F′

1, ~F ′

3, F ′

5, provided the two sets of twists are related by a local N-transformation.5 However, suppose
we equip such elgebroid with a field content of the lower-dimensional supergravity. This is equivalent to
specifying a generalised metric on E and crucially determines a specific choice of twists – for instance,
denoting the doublet of 2-forms by ~B2, we see that the combination ~F3 + d~B2 is invariant under the
N-action. There is an important exception, though, given by the fact that the U(1) ⊂ SL(2,R) subgroup

4The remaining flux F5 is automatically covariantly closed, since dimM ≤ 5. We will see below that the Jacobi identity
doesn’t impose any further constraints on the fluxes, apart from those just mentioned.

5We are ignoring the global issues here, focusing instead on a small patch of the base manifold.
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leaves the generalised metric invariant, while it does change the fluxes. A choice of generalised metric
on a IIB-exact elgebroid thus determines the fluxes, but only up to a local U(1)-transformation. This
explains the above discrepancy between the number of fields and fluxes, and reflects the coset structure
for the axion-dilaton space. Finally note that in most physics applications one assumes the warp factor
is globally defined and so the R

′-part of F1 can be globally gauged away to zero using the N-action.

For completeness and future reference, let us write here the full form of the twisted bracket (9):

[X + ~σ1 + σ3+~σ5, X
′ + ~σ′

1 + σ′

3 + ~σ′

5]
F1,~F3,F5

= LXX
′ + [LX~σ

′

1 − ιX′d~σ1 + (ιXF1)~σ′

1 − ιX′(F1 ∧ ~σ1)

+ ιX′ιX ~F3] + [LXσ′

3 − ιX′dσ3 − ǫij(σ′

1)i ∧ dσj1 − ǫij(σ′

1)i ∧ (F1 ∧ ~σ1)j + (ιX TrF1)σ′

3

− ιX′(TrF1 ∧ σ3) + ǫij(σ′

1)i ∧ ιXF
j
3 + ǫijιX′(F i3 ∧ σj1) + ιX′ιXF5] + [LX~σ′

5 + ~σ′

1 ∧ dσ3

− σ′

3 ∧ d~σ1 − σ′

3 ∧ F1 ∧ ~σ1 + ~σ′

1 ∧ TrF1 ∧ σ3 + (ιXF1)~σ′

5 + (ιX TrF1)~σ′

5 + σ′

3 ∧ ιX~F3

− ~σ′

1 ∧ ǫijF
i
3 ∧ σj1 − ~σ′

1 ∧ ιXF5],

where F1 ∈ Ω1(M) ⊗ gl(S), ~F3 ∈ Ω3(M) ⊗ S, F5 ∈ Ω5(M) satisfy the Bianchi identities

dF1 + 1
2 [F1,F1] = 0, d~F3 + F1 ∧ ~F3 = 0

and their gauge transformations are given by formulas (10) – (12). (Recall also that dimM ≤ 5.)

5. Elgebras

In the previous Section we dealt with elgebroids which are directly linked to the physics of type IIB
compactifications. We now examine a very different class of elgebroids, namely those for which the base
manifold M is a point – such structures are called elgebras.

In other words, an elgebra is equivalent to a bilinear bracket on the representation space E of the
group G = En(n) × R

+, satisfying

◦ [u, [v, w]] = [[u, v], w] + [v, [u,w]]
◦ [u, v] + [v, u] = D(u⊗ v)N for some linear map D : N → E
◦ [u, · ] ∈ g ⊂ EndE.

Note that an elgebra (and more generally any G-algebra [9]) is an example of a “symmetric enhanced
Leibniz algebra” as introduced by Strobl and Wagemann [33, 34]. Physically, the structure constants of an
elgebra specify an embedding tensor describing the gauging of a maximally supersymmetric supergravity
theory in 11 − n spacetime dimensions [32].

It follows from the definition that gE := E/ ImD is a Lie algebra. Similarly, any subelgebra V ⊂ E
gives rise to a Lie subalgebra gV := V/ ImD ⊂ gE . Conversely, any Lie subalgebra of gE lifts to a unique
subelgebra V ⊂ E containing ImD. We shall denote by GE the 1-connected Lie group with Lie algebra
gE . Note that this group acts on E, preserving the bracket.

6. Leibniz parallelisations

We now focus on the construction of a class of IIB-exact elgebroids, starting from an algebraic data
including an elgebra E. First, note that any elgebroid E′ → M ′ is uniquely determined by specifying
the bundles E′ → M ′, N ′ → M ′ (and the G-structure), the anchor, and the bracket of constant sections,
w.r.t. some trivialisation of E′.

Starting with an elgebra E and a compact manifold M ′, we construct the product bundles E′ :=
E × M ′, N ′ := N × M ′. We can then investigate whether there exists an anchor map on E′ such
that there is an elgebroid structure on E′ whose bracket on constant sections reproduces the one on
E. Such an elgebroid is called Leibniz parallelisable. As shown in [24], these spaces correspond to
consistent truncations to a (11 − n)-dimensional maximally supersymmetric theory with an embedding
tensor defined by the elgebra E.

Since the anchor on E × M ′ corresponds to an action of E on M ′ (i.e., a bracket preserving map
E → X(M ′)), we are lead to the following question:
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When does an action of an elgebra on a compact (connected) manifold define a IIB-exact elgebroid?

Let us call the action χ : E → X(M ′). Exactness in particular implies that this is a transitive action
of the elgebra E (χ is surjective at every point). Since χ([u, v]+ [v, u]) = 0, we get χ(ImD) = 0 and thus
we have an induced transitive action of gE on M ′. Therefore, since M ′ is compact, there exists a Lie
subalgebra g̃ ⊂ gE such that M ′ ∼= GE/G̃, where G̃ ⊂ GE is a subgroup corresponding to g̃. Lifting g̃ to
E, we get a corresponding subelgebra V ⊂ E, containing ImD. Consequently, any Leibniz parallelisable
space corresponds to some pair V ⊂ E of an elgebra and its subelgebra (containing ImD).6 We now
prove the following claim. Note that a closely analogous result was derived (using different methods) in
[22].

Let n > 2. Suppose E is an elgebra and V ⊂ E is a subelgebra containing ImD, and for which there
exists a closed subgroup GV ⊂ GE. Then this defines a Leibniz parallelisable IIB-exact elgebroid iff V is
type IIB co-Lagrangian and TrE adv = λ

λ−1 TrV adv for all v ∈ V .

First, IIB-exactness translates into the transitivity of χ : E → X(M ′) and the fact that Kerχ is type
IIB co-Lagrangian at every point on M ′ ∼= GE/GV . Since Kerχ is related to V by a GE-transformation,
we get that this is equivalent to V being type IIB co-Lagrangian. Assuming this, it remains to check
that the induced bracket on E′ = E ×M ′, which necessarily takes the form

(13) [u, v]′ = [u, v] + χ(u)v − π(d̂u)v, u, v ∈ Γ(E′) ∼= C∞(M ′) ⊗ E,

together with D
′n = Dn + (d̂n)E , satisfy the axioms of an elgebroid.7 This is immediate for all the

conditions except for the Jacobi identity. To deal with the latter, we proceed as follows.
A simple calculation shows that, taking general sections u, v ∈ Γ(E′), we have

[ρ′(u), ρ′(v)]′ − ρ′([u, v]′) = −χ(((d̂u⊗ v)N )E),

which vanishes since Kerχ is co-Lagrangian. We thus get a (IIB-exact) pre-elgebroid structure. As was
shown above, this in turn (locally) fixes the form of the bracket, up to a possible twist by F1, ~F3, F5,
and the pair of vectors ~ψ.8

As discussed at the end of Section 4, in order to get a proper elgebroid we need to have that

(14) TrE([u, · ]′) = 0, ∀u ∈ Γ(Ker ρ′).

Assuming for the moment that this is the case, we get ~ψ = 0 as a consequence. In other words, locally
the bracket can be put in the form (9), for some F1, ~F3, F5. Crucially, a direct calculation shows that
for this bracket, the Jacobiator

J(u, v, w) := [u, [v, w]] − [[u, v], w] − [v, [u,w]], u, v, w ∈ Γ(E′)

is a tensor. Since E is an elgebra, J vanishes on constant sections, and so the tensoriality of J implies
that the Jacobi identity on E′ holds identically.

To finish the proof, we need to check when (14) holds. For u ∈ Γ(Ker ρ′) equation (13) implies
[u, · ]′ = [u, · ] − π(d̂u). Using TrE ◦ π = λTrE , we get the condition

(15) TrE [u[g], ·] = λTrE(d̂u)[g], ∀u ∈ Γ(Ker ρ′), g ∈ GE .

Here u[g] is the value of u at the point in GE/GV given by the element g.

6Note that, for a given E,V , we can have more Leibniz parallelisable spaces because there is often some (small) freedom
in choosing the subgroup GV ⊂ GE corresponding to the Lie subalgebra gV . For instance, if gV = 0, we can take GV to
be any discrete subgroup of GE .

7Note that here we have identified ρ′ with χ.
8Note that we are not yet allowed to assume that these (form) twists satisfy the Bianchi identities. As was shown in

Section 4, these conditions will follow automatically once we prove the Jacobi identity.
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Let us now simplify the RHS, writing TrE(d̂u)[g] = TrE(x 7→ ρ′

[g](x)u). If x ∈ Ker ρ′

[g] = g · V ,

then ρ′

[g](x)u vanishes.9 Otherwise we write ρ′

[g](x)u = d
dt

∣∣
t=0u[e−tx̃g], where x̃ is the image of x ∈ E in

gE = E/ ImD. Since ρ′(u) = 0, we have u[e−tx̃g] = e−tx̃g · γ(t), with γ(t) ∈ V for all t. For x /∈ Kerρ′

[g]
we thus get

ρ′

[g](x)u = d
dt

∣∣
t=0e

−tx̃g · γ(t) = −[x, u[g]] + g · γ′(0).

Since the last term lies in Ker ρ′

[g], we can write TrE(d̂u)[g] = − TrE/Kerρ′

[g]
(x 7→ [x, u[g]]). As the action

of GE preserves the bracket on E, we see that (15) is equivalent to TrE [v, · ] = −λTrE/V [ · , v], ∀v ∈ V .
Note that ImD ⊂ V implies TrE/V [ · , v] = − TrE/V [v, · ]. Using TrE/V adv = TrE adv − TrV adv, we
thus finally obtain the condition TrE adv = λ

λ−1 TrV adv, ∀v ∈ V , finishing the proof.
The above statement reduces the search for Leibniz parallelisations to a relatively simple algebraic

problem – to find suitable pairs (E, V ). One important related question is:

What are the possible spaces M that admit a Leibniz parallelisation?

At present, there are not many such spaces known (see the following Section) and it would be interesting
to either find new examples or to prove the lack thereof.

Another interesting situation appears whenever one E admits more than one suitable V – the corre-
sponding exact elgebroids are then Poisson–Lie U-dual [30, 28]. At present, the only known examples
correspond to group manifolds and an important challenge is to find examples beyond this class.

7. Examples

We now provide a short list of fairly standard examples, characterised by a pair (E, V ).

Example 1. Taking E to be abelian and V a IIB co-Lagrangian subspace, we get GE/GV ∼= T n−1,
the n − 1-dimensional torus. Other IIB co-Lagrangian subspaces, related to V via G-transformations,
correspond to Poisson–Lie U-dual setups. This is the standard U-duality of toroidal compactifications of
the IIB theory.

Example 2. Let H be a 1-connected n− 1-dimensional Lie group, with Lie algebra h. We set

E := h ⊕ (S ⊗ h∗) ⊕ ∧3 h∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 h∗), V := (S ⊗ h∗) ⊕ ∧3 h∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 h∗),

with the bracket given by the analogue of the formula (7), i.e.

[X + ~σ1 + σ3 + ~σ5, X
′ + ~σ′

1 + σ′

3 + ~σ′

5] = adX X ′ + (adX ~σ′

1 − ιX′δ~σ1)

+ (adX σ
′

3 − ιX′δσ3 + ǫijδσ
i
1 ∧ σ′

1
j) + (adX ~σ

′

5 − ιX′δ~σ5 + δσ3 ∧ ~σ′

1 − δ~σ1 ∧ σ′

3).

where ad is the (co)adjoint action of h and δ is the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential. We recover GE/GV ∼=
H (or a quotient of H by a discrete subgroup) – the resulting Leibniz parallelisation [14] is the one induced
by the natural trivialisation of TH. Obviously, this can be twisted by the algebraic counterparts of F1,
~F3, F5. More examples of Leibniz parallelisations over group manifolds were constructed and studied in
[30, 28].

Example 3. Considering the elgebra E from the previous example, we will now show how the generalised
Yang–Baxter deformations of [2, 3, 30, 28, 27] fit in the present framework. The idea is to deform the
subelgebra V , while keeping it transverse to h (the resulting quotient space is then again H). First,
note that any type-IIB co-Lagrangian subspace transverse to h is of the form g · V , for some g ∈
(S ⊗ ∧2 T ) ⊕ ∧4 T ⊂ G. The condition for g · V to define a subelgebra, i.e.

[g · V, g · V ] ⊂ g · V,

is called the generalised Yang–Baxter equation (g can be seen as a “generalised r-matrix”). Having
a solution to this equation such that the condition TrE adv = λ

λ−1 TrV adv holds for the deformed

9Recall that · denotes the Lie group action (in this case of GE on E). If D = 0 and thus E = gE , this action coincides
with the usual adjoint action.
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subelgebra, we get a Leibniz parallelisation on H. All such parallelisations, including the (trivial) one
from the previous example, are by definition related by the Poisson–Lie U-duality.10

Example 4. Let us now describe an example from [24].11 Motivated by the decomposition 27 =
(15,1) ⊕ (6,2) of E under sl(6,R) ⊕ sl(2,R) ⊂ e6(6), we take

E := so(6) ⊕ (V6 ⊕ V6), V := so(5) ⊕ (V6 ⊕ V6),

where V6 is the vector representation of so(6). The bracket on E is defined as follows: for u ∈ so(6),
[u, ·] coincides with the so(6) representation on E, while [V6 ⊕ V6, E] = 0. Note that this implies D 6= 0
and GE = SO(6), GV = SO(5). The resulting space is SO(6)/SO(5) ∼= S5.

Example 5. Performing a Wigner–İnönü contraction on the previous example, we obtain a Leibniz
parallelisation from [18]. Explicitly, this is given by replacing the Lie algebras so(6) and so(5) by
so(5) ⋉R

5 and so(4) ⋉R
4, respectively. We get

E := (so(5) ⋉R
5) ⊕ (V6 ⊕ V6), V := (so(4) ⋉R

4) ⊕ (V6 ⊕ V6),

(Note that so(5) ⋉ R
5 ⊂ gl(6,R), so that V6 still carries an action of so(5) ⋉ R

5 and hence the bracket
on E is well defined.) The corresponding groups are GE = SO(5) ⋉ R

5, GV = SO(4) ⋉ R
4, yielding

SO(5) ⋉R
5/SO(4) ⋉R

4 ∼= S4 × R.
Keeping the same E, we can also use the embedding so(5) ⊂ so(5) ⋉R

5 to choose

V := so(5) ⊕ (V6 ⊕ V6),

resulting in the quotient space R
5. We thus get a pair of Poisson–Lie U-dual spaces, S4 × R and R

5, in
analogy to a result [22] in the context of reductions to 4 dimensions.

8. Summary and conclusions

This note and its companion [9] demonstrate that both M-theory and type-IIB exceptional generalised
geometry fit naturally into the framework of elgebroids. This gives a useful tool for investigating various
aspects of the related geometry and physics, for instance Leibniz parallelisations and Poisson–Lie U-
duality.

Leibniz parallelisations correspond to maximal consistent truncations – compactifying 11D or type-IIB
supergravity on a Leibniz parallelisable manifold provides a lift for the solutions of the lower-dimensional
supergravity to the full 11D/type-IIB theory. However, up to now no classification of Leibniz parallelis-
able spaces is known. The present framework, together with that of Inverso [22], gives a direct algebraic
method for finding such spaces, that is to address the string-landscape question:

Which embedding tensors (elgebras) can be realised as Leibniz parallelisations?

The answer is that one needs to find an elgebra E together with a co-Lagrangian subelgebra V ⊂ E,
which is either

◦ of codimension n, satisfying ImD ⊂ V ,
◦ of codimension n− 1, satisfying ImD ⊂ V and TrE adv = λ

λ−1 TrV adv for every v ∈ V .

This results in a Leibniz parallelisable space in the M-theory and type-IIB case, respectively, given by
the quotient of the corresponding groups GE/GV (supposing GV ⊂ GE is closed). Fixing E and taking
different subelgebras V leads to mutually Poisson–Lie U-dual setups. Notice that if a given elgebra
admits co-Lagrangian subelgebras of both dimensions (n and n − 1), we obtain a duality between IIB
and M-theory setups.

Suppose there also exists a Lagrangian subelgebra W ⊂ E, which is transverse to V (and is of
complementary dimension). Since W is Lagrangian, its bracket is skew-symmetric and makes W a Lie
algebra. In such a case, the quotient GE/GV can be identified with a group integrating W (or its discrete

10The same construction works also in the M-theory case, with the element g belonging to ∧3 T ⊕ ∧6 T .
11To make contact with a more standard notation, we will now relax the condition that GE is simply-connected.
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quotient). This corresponds to the exceptional Drinfeld algebra construction of [30, 28].12 Relaxing the
assumption of existence of W , i.e. passing from exceptional Drinfeld algebras to elgebras, allows one to
accommodate additional non-group examples, such as the spheres (c.f. Example 4).

Note the appearance of the “trace condition” in the type-IIB case (with codimV = n − 1). This is
related to the “algebraic” possibility of twisting the bracket of a IIB-exact elgebroid with a pair of vectors
~ψ, the presence of which would however lead to the breakdown of the Jacobi identity. The vanishing of
~ψ is equivalent to condition (14) – and the latter is in turn equivalent to the above “trace condition”.
Physically, the trace condition is a restriction on the gauging of the “trombone symmetry”, namely that,
using the decomposition of g in the Appendix, the embedding tensor is constrained such that, for all
v ∈ V , the action of adv can gauge the gl(T ) factor but not the R factor. We note that this condition
is present also in the M-theory case (with codim V = n), but it is automatically satisfied (i.e. it follows
from the other constraints).13 This can be ultimately traced back to the fact that no analogue of the
vectors ~ψ enters in the corresponding analysis.

Finally recall that one can also consider consistent truncations of 11D and IIB supergravity with less
or even no supersymmetry. These have a generic description in terms of G-structures in generalised
geometry [11] (see also [12, 26] for the half-maximal theory) that encode the matter content of the
truncated theory. In each case there is an underlying Leibniz sub-algebroid of the M-theory or IIB
elgebroid that is defined by a Leibniz algebra, in analogy to the exceptional Leibniz parallelisations
discussed here. It would clearly be interesting to investigate how these fit in the general language of
G-algebroids defined in [9] and if one can find analogues of the structure theorem derived here that would
determine which gaugings in theories with less supersymmetry can be realised as consistent truncations.

Appendix A. Details of the algebra

Here we follow [1]. First, there is a GL(n− 1,R) × SL(2,R) subgroup of G := En(n) ×R
+, under which

we have

g ∼= R ⊕ gl(T ) ⊕ sl(S) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ∗) ⊕ ∧4 T ⊕ ∧4 T ∗,

E ∼= T ⊕ (S ⊗ T ∗) ⊕ ∧3 T ∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗),

N ∼= S ⊕ ∧2 T ∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧4 T ∗) ⊕ (T ∗ ⊗ ∧5 T ∗),

where T := R
n−1 and S := R

2. The first identification is arranged so that gl(T ) acts on g in the standard
way.14

Let us now describe the action of g on E. First, gl(T ) and sl(S) act in the obvious way, while R acts
with weight 1. Writing15 u = X + ~σ1 + σ3 + ~σ5 = X + σ for an element of E, and ~w2 +~a2 + w4 + a4 ∈
(S ⊗ ∧2 T ) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ∗) ⊕ ∧4 T ⊕ ∧4 T ∗, the rest of the action is given by

~w2 · u = ǫijισi
1
wj2 + ι~w2

σ3 + ǫijιwi
2
σj5, w4 · u = −ισ3w4 − ιw4~σ5,

~a2 · u = ιX~a2 + ǫijσ
i
1 ∧ aj2 + σ3 ∧~a2, a4 · u = ιXa4 − ~σ1 ∧ a4.

The map E ⊗ E → N is symmetric and is given by

X ⊗ σ 7→ ιXσ, ~σ1 ⊗ σ 7→ ǫijσ
i
1 ∧ σj1 − ~σ1 ∧ σ3 + ǫijσ

i
1 ⊗ σj5, σ3 ⊗ σ3 7→ −σ3⊗̄σ3,

12The name comes from Poisson–Lie T-duality (without spectators), where instead of the pair V ⊂ E we take a
Lagrangian subalgebra of a quadratic Lie algebra – having another complementary Lagrangian subalgebra equips the first
one with the structure of a Drinfeld double.

13This translates to a slight refinement of the conditions in [22]. In particular, our analysis implies that the “C-
constraint” is identically satisfied for the type M co-Lagrangian subelgebras and is equivalent to the trace condition in the
type IIB co-Lagrangian case. We are grateful to Gianluca Inverso for discussions on clarifying this point.

14In particular, the en(n)-subalgebra corresponds to taking the value of the R-component equal to 1/(9 − n) times the
trace of the gl(T )-component.

15The arrow signifies that the given tensor has value in S.
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where we defined

⊗̄ : ∧3 T ∗ ⊗ ∧3 T ∗ → T ∗ ⊗ ∧5 T ∗, ιX(α⊗̄β) = (ιXα) ∧ β ∀X ∈ T.

The dual of the second mapN → E⊗E is given by the exactly analogous formulas, up to an overall factor,
which is fixed by the condition (1). Note that T ⊂ E is Lagrangian and (S ⊗ T ∗) ⊕ ∧3 T ∗ ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗)
is type IIB co-Lagrangian.

Consider now the subalgebra n ⊂ g given by elements which send E into (S⊗T ∗)⊕∧3 T ∗ ⊕(S⊗∧5 T ∗).
One easily sees that

n = R
′ ⊕ sl(S) ⊕ (S ⊗ ∧2 T ∗) ⊕ ∧4 T ∗, R

′ := {( c2 ,−
c
21) ∈ R ⊕ gl(T ) | c ∈ R}.

In particular, R′ acts on T , (S ⊗ T ∗), ∧3 T ∗, and (S ⊗ ∧5 T ∗) with weights 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
For notational convenience we also introduce the subalgebra gl(S) ∼= R

′ ⊕ sl(S) ⊂ g, with R
′ ∋ c 7→ c1.
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